Gas Submission 968

We are attaching previous correspondence to the Premier of Queensland. The letters,
both from ourselves and the reply from the Premier, are self- explanatory and
hopefully explain why the Victorian Government must not allow Unconventional Gas
Mining in Victoria. Many years of following the impacts of mining to health of the
people, it's towns, rivers etc across Queensland prove that it would be very, very
wise for the Victorian Government to take these results into consideration which are
now proven to be a disaster across many areas. Of course mining companies declare
and make many UNPROVEN promises to return the land to it's previous condition and
that they will make minimal impact on the environment and the population. It will be
TOO LATE when they have gone and left the degradation behind perhaps never to
recover eg the township of Seaspray in Victora and Chinchilla in Queensland. Also
they cannot bring back those farmers who have been so affected they have
committed suicide leaving devastated families behind.
World reknowned water Hydrologists have stated that there is no possible means to
properly clean and return the vast amounts of contaminated water required to extract
Unconventional Gas. The toxic and carcinagenic chemicals used by mining cannot be
successfully extracted from the returned water, therefore rivers and aquifers etc will
be lost for future use by agriculture, humans and their health affected over, who
knows how long a period, and how will the water usage be replaced by potable water
and seepage of the toxins be prevented.
The Victorians, who will be directly impacted, are the only citizens who should be
permitted to state whether they are against or in favour of mining for Unconventional
Gas. There were many at the Bairnsdale Survey who were unable to voice their
opinions owing to only a small amount of staff being available and many people
missed out altogether. Many of those turned away had made the effort to attend and
obviously would have made a point of researching the impact of the mining and this
would have perhaps showed much different figures from those as reported in the
Survey now in Government hands. As the original independent survey was poorly
advertised and promoted we are certain even more local members of the Community
would have considered attending had they known and understood the implications of
the results of degredation to their local areas instead the report states that a large
percentage of those surveyed were undecided. How can the Government look at this
report as an indication of the true feelings of affected communities as being
satisfactory?
.
We suggest you may take time to read a very interesting and well researched book
written by Sharyn Munro "Rich Land - Waste Land" and in particular the last chapters
referring to CSG and it's repercussions and refer to the statements therein
which include quotes by renowned Scientists, Health Experts etc. Also a viewing of
the documentary "The Frackman" may be informative to you.
It was also brought to our attention that the Victorian Treasurer Tim Pallas made
some rather interesting remarks at a mining industry conference recently regarding
the expansion of unconventional gas in Victoria.
He is quoted here “The public are confused and uncertain about unconventional gas exploration and
extraction".
“It’s fair to say many Victorians remain unconvinced". “To regain support it is
necessary to do the hard yards. We understand the industry’s frustration with the
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